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Abstract 
Any kind of product has its limit of development. When it develops to a certain stage, it can no longer 

develop by strides ahead. Remaining in one place, it just makes a few changes slightly. It only changes 

patterns, such as televisions, refrigerators, air conditioners, computers, cars, etc. that  are used now, just 

like the same recorder used by people in the past. The scientific and technological development of those 

products have already reached a certain limit, so there will be no leaping or revolutionary development 

.Neither will the B-mode ultrasonic scanner, CT scanner, biochemical analyzer, NMR, and etc. used in 

hospital. The technological development of those products has reached a certain limit, and then it is quite 

difficult to develop forward greatly. The technological developments of those products have entered a 

period of slow development or stagnant stage to some extent. The saturation of vast majority market 

cannot lead to a certain consumer boom. Therefore, a recession begins in the world economy. In order to 

ensure a high level of their economies, the United States and other countries come up with the final trump 

card to stimulate the economy, namely the real estate. Eventually, the burst of the real estate bubble leads 

to the outbreak of the American financial crisis. The slow development of science and technology has led 

to the world economic recession, and in return the world recession has led to the American financial 

crisis. 

 

 Background 

 In August 2008, the United States broke out a rare financial crisis. The financial crisis swept across 

the world rapidly, almost all countries affected. Two U.S. mortgage giants - Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 

shares plunged. Financial institutions holding bonds of the "two rooms" had large losses. The U.S. 

Treasury and the Federal Reserve was forced to take over Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to indicate the 

determination of the government to cope with the crisis. But what follows was that the world's two top 

investment bank with total assets of up to $ 1.5 trillion, Lehman Brothers and Merrill Lynch has burst 

problems. The former was forced to file for bankruptcy protection; the latter is acquired by Bank of 

America. With the total assets of up to 1 trillions of dollars, the world's largest insurer American 

International Group (AIG) is also unsustainable. The U.S. government took over AIG in order to stabilize 

the market, but then unable to help other financial institutions. 

 

 Scientific development cycle 

 The development of science and technology will also experience different periods, including a 

period of slow growth, a period of rapid development and a period of fast development. With the different 

periods of the development of science and technology, the world economy will also appear corresponding 

growth or recession. It is a rule that when the world economic recession happens, there will be an 

inevitable the outbreak of the financial crisis. 
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In the late 1970s, scientists developed and invented different forms of household appliances, 

medical equipment, and so on, which was a Technology Revolution to push the world economy into a 

period of rapid development. It is a period of rapid technological development. And in the subsequent 20 

years, household appliances, automobiles, medical equipment, and so on also experienced numerous 

revolutionary upgrade, which pushed the world economy to a period of rapid growth. It is a period of fast 

development. The development of any technology products has a certain limit. When it develops to a 

certain stage , it will stagnate. In recent several years, or ten years, due to the development of science and 

technology of home appliances, automobiles, medical equipment, etc., the vast majority have been stalled. 

There will never be a major breakthrough or revolutionary innovation. Most products in the world market 

have become saturated, which fully shows that the development of the world science and technology 

enters the slow development period from the fast development period. Accordingly, the world economy 

recession appears. Thus ,in fact, there is a direct relationship between the recession of the world economy 

and the slow development of science and technology. 

Impact of scientific and technological development on the world economy 

When the world economy began to show signs of recession, in order to stabilize the support of the 

people , the leaders of many countries took various measures to stimulate the economy so that the 

country's economy and the stock market remains developing at a high speed. 

After the year 2000, due to the U.S. domestic market has becomes saturated, exports of household 

appliances, automobiles, medical equipment, etc. began to decline. And with the bursting of the dotcom 

bubble, the U.S. economy began to show the momentum of the recession. U.S. government conducted a 

series of loose monetary policy in order to ensure that the growth rate of the national economy, raising the 

employment rate and stabilizing the financial and stock market. From January 2001 to June 2003, the 

Federal Reserve cut the federal funds rate 13 times consecutively, the interest rate shifting from 6 .5% to 

1% of the lowest levels in history. It remained a year-long stay at the 1% level. Low interest rates 

prompted the U.S. public to put their savings for investment assets, and prompted the bank loan too much. 

Although this measure stimulated theU.S. economy to run at a high level, it also directly contributed to 

the continued expansion of the real estate bubble in the United States. And the Fed's monetary policy  

"induced" the market to form a kind of expectation that as long as the market downturns, the government 

will bailout. Thus the entire Wall Street was filled with a sense of speculation. However, with the 

continuous tight monetary policy, the real estate bubble began to burst. Firstly, default rates among low 

credit class raised, which invoked a breach frenzy began sweeping across all financial markets that were 

eager to make profits and ambitious, and eventually lead ing to the outbreak of the American financial 

crisis . 

It can be seen that the root cause of the U.S. financial crisis is that the United States government 

took overly loose monetary policy when the American economy was in a recession before and after 2000. 

If the United States were able to rely on scientific and technological invention or technological innovation 

to make the economy still in a period of rapid growth, the employment rate in a period of rising, the 

financial and stock market very stable, then, the U.S. government would never cut the federal funds rate 

and the bank invested assets successively. The real estate bubble would not form, and the financial crisis 

would not break out, either. But after the year 2000, the U.S. economy has began to show signs of a 

recession. And after the burst of the dotcom bubble, in order to ensure the growth of the U.S. economy, 

the improvement of the employment rate, and the financial and stock market stability, the U.S. 

government had to take a series of measures to cut the federal funds rate continuously so that more people 

can invest in assets, especially the real estate for the purpose of stimulating domestic demand. Therefore, 

the U.S. economy can run at a high level. However, the effect of such loose monetary policy has time, 

limit. When it is more than a certain limit, the government has to continuously tighten the policy. Due to 
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the long-term financial derivatives "abuse", a chain of financial transactions was stretched, speculation 

was fueled. It also sow the seed of crisis. Once the currency continuously tightens ,there will be a severe 

financial crisis. 

The financial crisis in the United States is like a veil, which covers the truth of the U.S. economic 

recession. Some people mistake the U.S. financial crisis for the reason of the recession of the world 

economy. As a matter of fact, the reason is on the contrary. It is the gradual economic recession in 

America that triggered the financial crisis in the United States. Besides, slow development of science and 

technology has led to recession of the U.S. economy. Because the United States is the great and strong 

power of the science, technology, and economic power. It’s also the bellwether of  technology or 

economic in the world. As a consequence, its recession means the recession of the world economy. 

World economic recovery 

When will the world economy recession bottom out? When will it recover? 

     The U.S. financial crisis is a global financial turmoil, and it will lead the world economic recession to 

bottom out in a short term. However, remaining in the bottom is a long process. The world economy may 

not appear significant and obvious recovery in a decade or longer. Because it is difficult for daily 

necessities such as household appliances, automobiles, medical equipment, etc. to make again a major 

breakthrough or revolutionary innovation within ten years or longer. So it is difficult to trigger a sustained 

consumer boom. Of course, when the world economy falls in the bottom, it is easy for some countries to 

appear modest economic growth, which is like a ball falling to the floor bounces. For example, some 

countries have taken a proactive monetary policy, such as investment to stimulate domestic demand, 

stimulation of the real estate, stock market, and consumption. This will make the domestic economy 

maintain a certain rate of growth. However, the government's economic stimulus policies alone will not 

last long, because this is only a slight rebound in the wave. 

The development of science and technology is bound to promote the growth of the economy. And 

each time there is a major breakthrough in science and technology, t is bound to promote rapid economic 

growth . However, only the revolutionary innovation or invention appear in the products involved in 

people's daily life and work, the development of science and technology can be regarded as entering the 

fast development period. Because with the constantly update of the products used in daily life and work, 

people's purchasing power will become increasingly strong, and the economy will be a corresponding 

high-speed growth. On the other hand, when the products people used in everyday life and work in 

technology develop to a certain period of and is limited, the development of science and technology may 

be entering the period of slow growth, so the world economic growth will decline or recession in 

accordance with that. And after experiencing a short-term or a long-term slow development, the 

development of science and technology will enter a period of rapid and fast development period. In the 

developed countries such as the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, and Japan, the household 

appliances and medical equipment technology are far ahead of other countries. Their advanced products, 

such as televisions, computers, mobile phones, cars, refrigerators, and air conditioning are always earlier 

enjoyed for their own people than other countries. And the increase in exports in those countries also 

raises faster. And the consumption boom comes earlier than other countries. Therefore, economic growth 

in the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, Japan and so on developed countries is earlier than 

that in China, India, and so on developing countries. the economy of such developed countries appeared a 

high-speed growth more than a decade ago . In the late 1970s to the mid-1990s, the development of 

science and technology in the world was still in a phase of rapid development or fast development. Within 

the last decade, the economy of the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, Japan and so on 

developed countries continued began to decline. There are two reasons. Firstly, the market of household 

appliances, medical equipment, and so on products has become saturated, so the domestic purchasing 
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power gradually declines. So did the exports. It is natural that the development of the domestic economy 

will be affected. Secondly, the development of household appliances and medical equipment products has 

been a long time and then it is difficult to be a revolutionary innovation again. Although in the past few 

years, there have been always some product improvements. Those improvements are not enough to 

arouse people's more interest. In summary, more than a dozen years ago, the world's scientific and 

technological development was still in the rapid or fast development period, but it also indicates that in 

the near future, the development of science and technology in the world may enter a period of slow 

development and there will be a recession in the world economy. It is the period that we may be facing. 

People in developing countries of China, India and so on are always later than people in the developed 

countries in the use of state-of-the-art appliances, medical equipment, etc. Therefore, the comes later, 

too. In this way, China, India, and other developing countries’ economic emergence of high-speed growth 

only appeared in the last decade. Of course, the rapid growth of China's economy is a result of numbers of 

factors. For example, the growth relies on stimulating the domestic demand, and producing the clothing 

and other textiles that have a strong consumption taking use of the low-cost advantage. Besides, the 

growth also relies on exports of iron and steel, coal and other mineral resources. 

The areas involved in the development of science and technology are very broad. In the past one 

hundred years, , there have been major breakthroughs or revolutionary innovations in many areas of 

science and technology, such as rockets, atomic bomb, hydrogen bomb, man-made earth satellite, man-

made spacecraft, communications technology, and so on. Certainly, in the future scientists will make 

greater innovation in these areas. Especially, there will be a major breakthrough in the weapons of war. 

But the innovation in these areas are totally different from the products used in home appliances and 

medical equipment used in people's daily life and work , for the latter have a larger number and a wider 

use as well as more financial support and human resources invested by the government and 

manufacturers. The latter also has more technology innovation and invention. In result, these daily 

products are very likely to lead to big spending spree. No matter  in the past or in the future, products that 

are not involved in people's daily life and work , such as the various war weapons, space technology, etc. 

won't lead to the rapid growth of the economy regardless of any major breakthrough, because it will not 

lead to a big spending spree. Nevertheless, once the products related to people's daily life or work make 

great innovation or invention, it can lead to big spending spree. It is no doubt that it will promote a rapid 

economic growth in the world. Only in that moment, can we say the science and technology in the world 

has entered a period of rapid development. 

 

 


